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Abstract
This paper mainly establishes a large-scale Long
sequence Video database for person re-IDentification
(LVreID). Different from existing datasets, LVreID presents
many important new features. (1) long sequences: the av-
erage sequence length is 200 frames, which convey more
abundant cues like pose and viewpoint changes that can be
explored for feature learning. (2) complex lighting, scene,
and background variations: it is captured by 15 cameras lo-
cated in both indoor and outdoor scenes in 12 time slots.
(3) currently the largest size: it contains 3,772 identities
and about 3 million bounding boxes. Those unique features
in LVreID define a more challenging and realistic person
ReID task.
Spatial Aligned Temporal Pyramid Pooling (SATPP) net-
work is proposed as a baseline algorithm to leverage the
rich visual-temporal cues in LVreID for feature learning.
SATPP jointly handles the misalignment issues in detected
bounding boxes and efficiently aggregates the discrimina-
tive cues embedded in sequential video frames. Extensive
experiments show feature extracted by SATPP outperforms
several widely used video features. Our experiments also
prove the ReID accuracy increases substantially along with
longer sequence length. This demonstrates the advantage
and necessity of using longer video sequences for person
ReID.
1. Introduction
Person Re-Identification (ReID) refers to the procedure
of identifying a probe person in a camera network by match-
ing his/her images or video sequences. Because of its im-
portance in public security, person ReID has drawn lots of
attention from both academia and industry. However, per-
son ReID is challenging because different persons may ex-
hibit similar appearances, and same person may appear dif-
ferently under different cameras.
Current researches generally focus on two lines of ReID
tasks that depend on single image and video, respectively.
The key step of image based ReID is learning discriminative
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Figure 1. Frames evenly sampled from sequences in PRID [8],
iLIDS-VID [35], and MARS [45]. Each row shows two sequences
of the same person. Fig. 2 shows sampled frames from LVreID.
visual representations from static images. The differences
between image and video make video based ReID a more
complicated task. For instance, video based ReID algorithm
needs to extract both visual and temporal cues and deal with
issues like huge visual redundance and unequal sequence
length. Video based ReID could naturally leverage the rich
visual and temporal cues in surveillance videos, thus has
potential to achieve better ReID performance.
Recent years have witnessed impressive progresses in
image based person ReID, e.g., deep visual representations
have significantly boosted the ReID performance on im-
age datasets [16, 46]. The advantages of fusing visual and
temporal cues for video based person ReID has not been
fully investigated and demonstrated. The possible reasons
could be due to several limitations existing in current person
ReID video datasets. First, the lengths of video sequences
in existing datasets are too short to provide enough tempo-
ral information than static images. For instance, the average
length of video sequences is 58 frames in MARS [45] and 73
frames in iLIDS-VID [35], respectively. This means those
sequences only last for 2 to 3 seconds. Fig. 1 illustrates sev-
eral video sequences in MARS [45], iLIDS-VID [35], and
PRID [8]. It is obvious that, the person image in the end of
each sequence shows similar appearances with the begin-
ning image, thus cannot provide extra complementary cues
about the person identity. Moreover, this issue may hin-
der the research efforts on video feature learning for person
ReID because the video sequence may convey similar cues
with a static key frame.
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Figure 2. Frames evenly sampled from sequences in LVreID. Each row shows two sequences of the same person. Compared with existing
datasets, LVreID is more challenging and provides more abundant visual and temporal cues.
Another issue of existing datasets is the limited data size.
The currently largest video ReID dataset, i.e., MARS [45],
contains less than 1500 labeled identities. Also, person
ReID tasks in real scenarios are more challenging than the
ones defined in current datasets. Videos in real scenar-
ios could be collected for multiple days by a camera net-
work deployed in different scenes. In contrast, most of ex-
isting video datasets are collected in constrained environ-
ments with limited number of cameras, single time slot,
fixed scene and lighting condition. With the ability of ex-
ploring more extra cues, video based ReID has potential to
perform better than image based ReID in those challenging
tasks. The insufficiency of video sequence length and iden-
tity scale in current datasets make it hard to investigate the
advantages of video based person ReID.
Dataset: This paper is motivated to overcome those
issues in current datasets and facilitate the research to-
wards more realistic person ReID task. The collected Long
sequence Video person re-IDentification (LVreID) dataset
presents several important features. 1) The average se-
quence length in LVreID is 200 frames, which is signif-
icantly longer than the ones in previous datasets. Fig. 2
illustrates several sampled frames in video sequences on
LVreID. It can be observed that, within the long sequences,
there commonly exist substantial pose changes, viewpoint
variations, and lighting changes, etc. Those variations
inside sequences imply richer visual and temporal cues,
which could be helpful for person ReID. 2) LVreID is cur-
rently the largest and most realistic video ReID dataset. It
is constructed from 180 hours of videos taken by both in-
door and outdoor cameras during multiple time slots over
a month. It also annotates 3,772 identities and nearly 3
million bounding boxes. 3) LVreID generates high quality
video sequences by using Faster RCNN [25] for bounding
box detection and robust deep features for bounding boxes
matching among adjacent video frames. Therefore, LVreID
defines a challenging and realistic video based person ReID
task. It is also more reliable than previous person ReID
video databases, because it allows algorithms to explore
more abundant cues conveyed in long video sequences.
Baseline Solution: Based on LVreID, we further study
the learning of discriminative video representation for per-
son ReID. Existing algorithms commonly generate video
features by average pooling frame features [45], or applying
the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [39, 9] to
capture temporal cues. Average pooling treats each frame
equally and may lose important temporal cues. LSTM
model is complicated for training, especially for the long
sequence. Besides that, spatial misalignment commonly
exists in detected bounding boxes. In video sequences,
spatial misalignment may cause sudden foreground varia-
tions between adjacent frames and degrade the robustness
of learned sequence features.
To address the above issues, we propose a Spatial
Aligned Temporal Pyramid Pooling (SATPP) network as
a baseline solution for video feature learning in LVreID.
SATPP first aligns person images by imposing an 2D affine
transformation on each video frame. Deep features ex-
tracted on the aligned frames are then processed by a tem-
poral pyramid pooling layer to fuse both the long and short
term deep features. Therefore, SATPP jointly aligns per-
son images and learns video features from sequences with
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unequal length.
Extensive experiments are carried out on LVreID using
different features. We observe that, the performances of
video features are substantially boosted with long video
sequences. This clearly demonstrates the advantages of
using long sequences in person ReID. We also compare
the SATPP with other video feature learning strategies
on LVreID and three other commonly used video ReID
datasets. Experiments show that SATPP presents higher ac-
curacy and lower complexity than existing strategies like
LSTM [39, 9].
Contributions: The contributions of this work can be
summarized into three folds: 1) a more challenging large-
scale LVreID dataset is annotated and will be released, 2)
an efficient SATPP network is proposed for video feature
learning, and 3) the proposed dataset and network have
potential to facilitate the future research on discriminative
video feature learning for video based person ReID.
2. Related work
Existing person ReID works can be summarized into
two categories, i.e., image based person ReID and video
based person ReID, respectively. This section briefly re-
views those two categories of works.
Lots of image based person ReID works have been pub-
lished in recent years. Early works basically carry on two
important steps: a) learning discriminative image represen-
tations [19, 44, 35, 28] and b) learning discriminative dis-
tance metrics for image feature matching [22, 24, 38, 20].
The release of large-scale ReID datasets like CUHK03 [16]
and Market-1501 [46] makes training deep models for per-
son ReID feasible.
Many researchers have leveraged deep models in person
ReID by learning deep feature representations [37, 45, 1,
29, 30, 28, 41] and distance metrics [4, 33, 6, 40]. Existing
works usually extract deep feature representations for per-
son images from convolutional layers [1, 16, 37, 6] or Fully
Connected (FC) layers [42, 27, 45]. Some works first learn
deep representations with the Triplet Loss or the Siamese
Loss, then utilize Euclidean distance for feature compari-
son [34, 2, 4, 33].
Many research efforts have been conducted on video
based person ReID. Some works extract space-temporal
cues such as 3D-SIFT [26] and HOG3D [12] to build the
video representations. Those hand-crafted representations
present limited robustness and discriminative power when
compared with deep features [45]. Recently, many works
first extract deep features from video frames, then accumu-
late frame features as video features [39, 36, 21, 23, 45].
Some works apply average pooling for video feature gen-
eration [45]. Some others apply the Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) to accumulate frame features into video fea-
tures [36, 21, 23]. For example, Yan et al. [39] utilize the
LSTM [9] network to learn the temporal cues in videos se-
quences.
From the above reviews, it can be observed that, most of
research efforts focus on image based person ReID. There-
fore, more in-depth research should be conducted to demon-
strate the advantages of video based person ReID. The
LVreID is proposed to overcome the limitations in current
datasets. The SATPP considers the misalignment issue in
video feature extraction and fuses the image-level features
in a more reasonable and efficient way. Those contributions
make this work novel from previous ones.
3. The LVreID dataset
3.1. Overview of Existing Datasets
We summarize existing datasets for video based person
ReID in Table 1. As shown in the table, PRID-2011 [8]
and iLIDS-VID [35] contain 200 and 300 identities, re-
spectively, and each identity has 2 video sequences cap-
tured by two different cameras. MARS [45] is currently the
largest video dataset and contains 1,261 identities, 20,715
sequences recorded by 6 outdoor cameras. The video se-
quences in PRID and iLIDS-VID are manually generated
with hand drawn bounding boxes. The bounding boxes on
MARS are generated with DPM detector [5]. According to
the Table 1 we can briefly summarize the limitations in ex-
isting video based person ReID datasets: 1) short sequence
length, 2) limited scale and variations compared with data
in real scenarios, and 3) the sequences are generated ei-
ther with expensive hand annotation or outdated detectors.
Those limitations make it necessary to collect a larger and
more realistic video dataset for person ReID.
3.2. Description for LVreID
Video Capture: The collection procedure of LVreID is
carefully designed to simulate the real scenario as much as
possible. We utilize a camera network containing 12 out-
door cameras and 3 indoor cameras for data collection. In
this camera network, 13 cameras record 1080×1920 HD
videos with 30 Frames Per Second (FPS). The other 2 cam-
eras record 1080×1920 HD videos with 50 FPS. 4 days dur-
ing January to March in 2017 are selected for data record-
ing. For each day, 3 hours of videos taken in the morning,
noon, and afternoon, respectively, are selected for pedes-
trian detection and annotation. Our raw data thus contains
180 hours of HD videos, 12 outdoor cameras, 3 indoor cam-
eras, and 12 time slots with different lighting conditions.
Sequence Detection and Annotation: Faster
RCNN [25] is utilized for pedestrian bounding box
detection on each video frame. After bounding box
detection, we hence design a sequence extraction strategy
to generate sequences as long as possible. For each camera,
we first detect the appearance of a pedestrian. This pedes-
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Table 1. Comparison between LVreID and existing video based person ReID datasets.
dataset identities sequences bboxes # of frames cams indoor cams outdoor evaluation
LVreID 3,772 14,943 2,989,436 200 3 12 CMC + mAP
MARS [45] 1,261 20,715 1,067,516 58 0 6 CMC + mAP
PRID-2011 [8] 200 400 40,033 100 0 2 CMC
iLIDS-VID [35] 300 600 42,460 73 2 0 CMC
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Figure 3. Some statistics on LVreID dataset.
trian is then tracked by matching his/her bounding boxes
among adjacent video frames with deep features [28]. The
tracking is finished when this pedestrian leaves this camera
or the matching similarity drops below a threshold. After
discarding some sequences with too short length, we finally
collect 14,943 sequences of 3,772 pedestrians, and the
average sequence length is 200 frames. The person identity
annotation is finished manually by three labelers for two
months.
Statistics and Comparison: Some statistics on LVreID
are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 and Table 1 compare LVreID with
existing video based person ReID datasets. In this compar-
ison, we conclude that LVreID shows the following impor-
tant features:
1) Longer sequences. We can see from Fig. 3(a) that,
most of sequences in LVreID contain 100 to 250 frames. As
shown in Fig. 2, long sequence presents abundant visual and
temporal cues like pose and viewpoint changes, and would
benefit future research on feature learning in person ReID.
2) More accurate pedestrain tracklets. In each cam-
era, pedestrians are tracked as long as possible by Faster
RCNN [25] detector and bounding box matching with deep
features. This strategy gets accurate long sequences and is
easy to repeat in real systems.
3) Currently the largest video dataset for person ReID.
LVreID contains significantly larger number of identities
and bounding boxes. For example, the numbers of iden-
tities and bounding boxes in LVreID are three times of that
in previously largest video dataset, i.e., the MARS. This en-
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Figure 4. (a) shows the portion of identities whose sequences
present substantially lighting changes. (b) and (c) show the por-
tion of sequences, within which frames present substantial view-
point changes (>60◦) and background changes, respectively. This
statistic randomly samples 300 identities in LVreID and MARS,
and uses all identities in PRID and iLIDS-VID.
courages the research on more efficient person ReID algo-
rithms.
4) More realistic and challenging person ReID task. As
shown in Fig. 4, LVreID is carefully collected to guaran-
tee variations of lightings, backgrounds, scenes, viewpoints,
etc. As shown in Fig. 3, most identities have 4-5 sequences
with different appearance cues. Those challenges shift the
research efforts towards the real application of person ReID.
Therefore, we conclude that LVreID defines a more re-
liable video based person ReID task, thus has potential to
move forward the research on video based person ReID.
3.3. Evaluation Protocol
LVreID contains about 3 millions of bounding boxes and
3,772 identities. It is time consuming to randomly select
training and testing subsets. Therefore, we provide the
training set and testing set. We evenly divide the 3,772
pedestrians into training and testing sets, making both of
those two sets contain 1,886 pedestrians. In the testing set,
we randomly select 2364 sequences as queries and remain-
ing 7371 sequences as gallery.
Similar to other datasets [8, 35, 45], LVreID treats per-
son ReID as a cross-camera video retrieval problem. The
widely used Cumulated Matching Characteristics (CMC)
curve is used as evaluation metric. For each query sequence,
multiple true positives could be returned. Only using CMC
curve is not accurate enough to reflect the ReID accuracy.
Therefore, we also use mean Average Precision (mAP) as
the evaluation metric.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the Spatial Aligned Temporal Pyramid
Pooling (SATPP) model. SATPP takes a series of frames as in-
put and outputs one video feature with fixed dimensionality.
4. Spatial Aligned Temporal Pyramid Pooling
Network
LVreID raises an important problem, i.e., how to extract
discriminative video features by exploiting rich visual and
temporal cues in long video sequences. This work proposes
the Spatial Aligned Temporal Pyramid Pooling (SATPP)
network as an efficient and easy to repeat video feature
learning baseline. Fig. 5 shows the framework of SATPP.
SATPP is proposed with two motivations: 1) handle the
misalignment in detected pedestrian bounding boxes and 2)
extract and fuse discriminative cues conveyed by sequential
video frames.
As shown in Fig. 5, SATPP takes a video sequence as
input. Each video frame is first aligned with a 2D affine
transformation learned in a Spatial Alignment Layer (SAL).
Then each aligned frame is fed into a CNN for frame feature
extraction. A Temporal Pyramid Pooling (TPP) layer finally
fuses multiple frame features into a fixed length video fea-
ture. The following parts present more details of SAL, TPP.
Details of SATPP training are given in Sec. 5.3.
4.1. Spatial Alignment Layer
The misalignment can be corrected by training another
pedestrian detector on outputs of Faster RCNN. However,
this strategy makes the network complicated and expensive
to compute. Inspired by the Spatial Transformer Networks
(STN) [10], we propose to align an image by predicting an
affine transformation.
We choose 2D affine transformation and learn an 6-
dimensional parameter Aθ for the alignment, i.e.,
(
xs
ys
)
= Aθ
xtyt
1
 = [θ1 θ2 θ3
θ4 θ5 θ6
]xtyt
1
 , (1)
where the θ is an affine parameter, (xt, yt) are target coor-
dinates of output image and (xs, ys) are source coordinates
of input image. With learned affine parameters, person im-
ages will be shifted, rotated, and resized to generate a better
aligned image.
1024hnframe features
1024h7
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Figure 6. Illustration of Temporal Pyramid Pooling (TPP) with
L=3 and d=1024.
The STN consists of three components: localization net-
work, parameterized sampling grid, and differentiable im-
age sampling. We follow the structure of STN to learn affine
transformation parameters. More details of STN can be
found in [10]. As shown in our experiments, aligned per-
son images helps to learn more robust and discriminative
video features.
4.2. Temporal Pyramid Pooling Layer
The aligned frames are fed into CNN for deep feature
extraction. Details of the utilized CNN will be presented
in Sec. 5.3. Because video sequences may have differ-
ent lengths, we proceed to convert the frame-level features
into a video-level feature with fixed dimensionality. Tradi-
tional works usually use two types of pooling strategies, i.e.,
average-pooling and max-pooling, which compute the aver-
aged value and max value on each feature dimension, re-
spectively. Note that, different pooling strategies are suited
for different types of features, e.g., max-pooling is gener-
ally suited for sparse features. It is difficult to decide which
pooling strategy is optimal for our task. Moreover, most of
pooling strategies discard the temporal clues, which might
be important to distinguish person identities.
We thus propose the TPP Layer to seek a more rea-
sonable pooling solution. TPP is inspired by the Pyramid
matching [14] and the recent Spatial Pyramid Pooling [7],
which pool visual features in spatial grids with different
scales to preserve discriminative spatial information. Sup-
pose there are n frame features in a sequence with dimen-
sion d, TPP builds a L-layer temporal pyramid by evenly
dividing the n frames into 2i−1 segments in the i-th layer.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6. Average pooling each
segment on the L layers results in a feature F with fixed di-
mension D, i.e.,
D = d× (2L − 1). (2)
Because the dimensionality of F could be high with
large L, we further learn a more compact descriptor on it.
To make the TPP layer efficient for training and testing, we
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avoid introducing to many parameters into it. We resize F
into an 2-D feature map with width 2L−1 and height d. An
d dimensional feature thus could be generated by learning a
w × 2L − 1, (w << d) sized convolutional kernel, i.e.,
F¯ = F ⊗W,F ∈ Rd×2L−1,W ∈ Rw×2L−1, (3)
where F¯ denotes the final video feature and W denotes the
convolutional kernel need to be learned. We have experi-
mented different settings of w and find w=3 gets the best
performance. We thus fix w as 3.
Fig. 6 illustrates the TPP layer with L=3 and d=1024,
where the final feature is generated from an 1024× 7 sized
feature map. It is easy to infer that, TPP only involves 3 ×
(2L−1) parameters, thus is efficient for training and testing.
The validity of TPP will be shown in our experiments.
5. Experiment
5.1. Dataset
Besides of LVreID, we select three widely used datasets
as our evaluation groundtruths, including PRID-2011 [8],
iLIDS-VID [35] and MARS [45].
PRID-2011 dataset consists of 400 sequences of 200
pedestrians from two cameras. Each sequence has a length
between 5 and 675 frames. Following the implementation
in previous works [39, 35], we choose sequences containing
more than 21 frames, and evenly divide them into training
and testing sets.
iLIDS-VID consists of 600 sequences of 300 pedestrians
from two non-overlapping cameras. Each sequence has a
variable length between 23 and 192 frames. We also evenly
divide this dataset to use 150 pedestrians for training and
150 pedestrian for testing, respectively.
MARS consists of 1261 pedestrians and 20,715 se-
quences under 6 cameras. Each pedestrian is captured by
at least 2 cameras. This dataset provides fixed training and
testing sets, which contain 630 and 631 pedestrians, respec-
tively.
5.2. Compared Features
LOMO feature: Local Maximal Occurrence Feature
(LOMO) [18] is a competitive hand-crafted feature which
is shown robust against the variations in person ReID. All
images are resized to a fixed size to extract LOMO feature.
Then a pooling operation is imposed to get a sequence level
representation.
CNN feature: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has
demonstrated promising performance in image based per-
son ReID [37, 45, 1, 29, 30, 28, 41]. We follow previous
works [1, 37, 45, 6, 28] and train a deep CNN model with
a classification task. We hence extract an 1024-dim feature
with this CNN model as image-level representation. Differ-
ent pooling operations will be applied on CNN feature to
generate the sequence level features.
LSTM feature: Many previous works [36, 21, 23, 9, 39]
use the recurrent model for video based person ReID. Those
works show features produced by recurrent models perform
significantly better than hand-crafted features. We also im-
plement a standard LSTM network to capture the temporal
information.
5.3. Implementation Details
For the CNN training, we build our network based on
the GoogLeNet [31] and use parameters pre-trained on Im-
agenet [3] to initialize our CNN network. We remove the
three loss branches in GoogLeNet and impose an 1 × 1
conv layer and a global pooling layer for classification. All
input images are resized to 128×64, the mean value is sub-
tracted from each color channel. And each batch contains
128 images. The initial learning rate is set as 0.01, and is
gradually lowered after 1 × 104 iterations. It should be
noted that, the learning rate in SAL network is only 0.1%
of that in feature learning network. During testing, we em-
ploy a Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer after the ”in-
ception 5b” layer [31] to extract an 1024-dim feature.
We use the 1024-dim CNN feature as input to train the
TPP layer. 64 frames sampled from an original sequence
compose a training sequence, and each training batch con-
tains 8 sequences. The initial learning rate is set as 0.001
and decreases after 3 × 104 iterations. We train the TPP
with totally 5× 104 iterations.
To make a comparison, we train a CNN+LSTM network
on LVreID following similar structures in [36, 23, 21]. We
directly use the LSTM model in Caffe [11]. Each training
batch contains 8 sequences, where each consists of 32 sam-
pled frames. The output of each LSTM block is an 1024-
dim feature. The initial learning rate is set as 0.001 and de-
creases after 3× 104 iterations. The training process totally
contains 5× 104 iterations.
All of our deep models are trained and fine-tuned on
Caffe [11] with GTX TITAN X GPU, Intel i7 CPU, and
128GB memory.
5.4. Evaluation of SATPP
This section evaluates the validity of SAL and TPP in
SATPP. We compare features learned with SATPP against
three other features, i.e., LOMO, CNN feature, and CNN
feature extracted after SAL, respectively. We present the
comparisons in Table 2.
Table 2 shows the performance of LOMO feature on 3
datasets. We can see that, on the three datasets, LOMO
feature gets the best performance on PRID, which is small
and presents relatively stable lighting conditions and back-
grounds. However, on the large dataset MARS and iLIDS-
VID which contains substantial variations, the performance
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Table 2. The performance of different features and pooling strategies on the PRID, iLIDS-VID and MARS. ”image” denotes the static
image feature extracted from the first image in a sequence. TPP with L=3 is also tested in this experiment.
dataset PRID iLIDS-VID MARS
feature fuse method r1 r5 r10 r20 r1 r5 r10 r20 mAP r1 r5 r10 r20
LOMO
image 29.21 58.43 75.28 84.27 8.00 22.00 30.00 39.33 6.07 17.68 28.38 34.70 41.52
max-pool 24.72 47.19 68.54 86.52 4.00 12.00 19.33 24.00 6.26 17.83 30.35 43.23 43.38
avg-pool 47.19 70.79 77.53 86.52 12.67 22.67 29.33 40.67 9.54 23.74 37.12 43.23 48.69
CNN
image 62.92 88.67 96.63 98.88 26.67 52.67 63.33 74.67 35.00 52.58 72.53 80.15 84.70
max-pool 75.28 97.75 98.88 100 52.00 76.67 86.67 92.00 44.74 65.91 81.41 86.21 90.05
avg-pool 77.53 97.75 100 100 53.33 77.33 88.67 93.33 51.47 67.08 84.65 89.34 92.12
TPP 78.65 98.88 100 100 54.67 78.67 88.67 93.33 51.95 68.54 84.70 89.24 91.77
CNN+SAL
image 64.04 88.67 97.75 98.88 28.00 60.00 72.00 84.67 35.64 53.43 73.23 79.75 85.96
max-pool 79.77 98.88 100 100 54.67 78.00 89.33 95.33 50.06 68.69 84.09 88.38 92.29
avg-pool 80.90 100 100 100 55.33 78.67 88.67 96.67 52.00 68.79 84.55 88.73 92.29
SATPP TPP 82.02 100 100 100 56.67 78.67 90.00 96.67 52.55 69.69 84.65 89.34 92.77
Table 3. Comparisons with recent works on PRID and iLIDS-VID.
Dataset PRID iLIDS-VID
Method r1 r5 r20 r1 r5 r20
DFCP [17] 51.60 83.10 95.50 34.30 63.30 84.40
RFA-Net [39] 58.20 85.80 97.90 49.30 76.80 90.00
STFV3D [13] 64.10 87.30 92.00 44.30 71.70 91.70
DRCN [36] 69.00 88.40 96.40 46.10 76.80 89.70
RCN [23] 70.00 90.00 97.00 58.00 84.00 96.00
IDE [45] 77.30 93.50 99.30 53.00 81.40 95.10
SATPP 82.02 100.00 100.00 56.67 78.67 96.67
of LOMO drops considerably. We thus conclude that
the hand-crafted features are not discriminative and robust
enough for person ReID.
Table 2 also shows that, CNN feature outperforms the
LOMO feature by large margins. With average pooling,
CNN feature gets 77.53% rank1 accuracy on PRID, which
is nearly 2 times higher than that of LOMO. It also can be
observed that, sequence level feature consistently outper-
forms the static image feature. On iLIDS-VID, CNN fea-
ture with average pooling achieves 53.33% rank1 accuracy,
which significantly outperforms the CNN static image fea-
ture by 26.66%.
Sequence level feature is also generated with TPP. It is
clear that, TPP constantly outperforms average pooling and
max pooling on three datasets, e.g., TPP outperforms av-
erage pooling by 1.5% in mAP on MARS. CNN+SAL de-
notes the CNN features extracted after SAL. It is clear that,
SAL consistently improves the ReID performance. With
average pooling, CNN+SAL outperforms CNN by 7.37%,
2.0%, and 1.71% in rank1 accuracy on PRID, iLIDS-VID,
and MARS, respectively. This shows that the well-aligned
bounding boxes promote the ReID performance.
“SATPP” in Table 2 denotes the video feature generated
by our algorithm. It substantially outperforms all other fea-
tures. Therefore, we conclude that our SATPP is more ef-
fective in learning video features.
Table 4. Comparison with recent works on MARS.
Method mAP r1 r5 r10 r20
BoW+kissme [45] 15.50 30.60 46.20 - 59.20
IDE [45] 42.40 60.00 77.90 - 87.90
IDE+kissme [45] 45.60 65.00 81.10 - 88.90
LCAR [43] - 55.50 70.20 - 80.20
CDS [32] - 68.20 - - -
SFT [47] 50.70 70.60 90.00 - 97.60
DCF [15] 56.05 71.77 86.57 - 93.08
SATPP 52.55 69.69 84.65 89.34 92.77
5.5. Comparison with Recent Work
In Table 2, feature learned with SATPP substantially out-
performs the other features. We proceed to compare SATPP
with some state-of-the-art approaches. The comparisons on
PRID and iLIDS-VID are shown in Table 3. From the re-
sults, we can see that SATPP gets promising performance
on those two datasets. On PRID, SATPP performs better
than all compared methods. It achieves rank1 accuracy of
82.02%, outperforming recent works DFCP [17] and RFA-
Net [39] by more than 20% on rank1 accuracy. SATPP also
performs better than most of the compared works on iLIDS-
VID.
The comparison on MARS dataset is shown in Table 4.
SATPP also presents competitive performance on rank1 ac-
curacy and mAP. IDE [45] directly generates video feature
by average pooling CNN features. SATPP performs sub-
stantially better than IDE [45] by 9.69% on rank1 accu-
racy. SATPP also outperforms several works published in
2017 [43, 32] and performs better than the recent SFT [47]
in mAP. DCF [15] performs better than SATPP. However,
DCF [15] utilizes extra human body part cues for feature ex-
traction. Note that, SATPP modifies the GoogLeNet by in-
serting SAL and TPP, which only involve 6 and 21 new pa-
rameters, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that SATPP
presents promising performance with an efficient network
structure, thus could be a reliable baseline for LVreID.
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Table 5. Parameter Analysis of L using SATTP on LVreID
L mAP r1 r5 r10 r20
2 49.03 63.36 81.18 86.59 90.39
3 49.24 63.66 81.35 86.29 90.52
4 48.98 63.32 81.10 86.25 89.93
avg-pool 48.12 62.35 79.82 85.53 90.06
Table 6. The results on the LVreID dataset.
method fuse method mAP r1 r5 r10 r20
LOMO
image 1.50 2.41 4.99 7.15 10.19
max-pool 0.77 1.02 3.09 4.74 7.89
avg-pool 2.10 2.96 7.87 10.62 15.06
CNN
image 22.93 31.90 53.76 63.16 71.45
max-pool 39.99 53.68 74.62 81.43 86.38
avg-pool 47.13 61.38 79.21 85.01 89.93
TPP 48.03 62.48 80.16 85.53 89.93
LSTM max-pool 41.75 52.96 75.72 80.80 89.89avg-pool 45.47 56.85 78.64 84.65 90.06
CNN+SAL
image 23.60 32.06 54.65 64.64 72.47
max-pool 41.94 54.91 77.07 83.25 89.17
avg-pool 48.12 62.35 79.82 85.53 90.06
SATPP TPP 49.24 63.66 81.35 86.29 90.52
5.6. Evaluation with the LVreID dataset
This section further verifies the performance of SATPP
on LVreID. We first check the performance of SATPP with
different L, which controls the number of pyramid layers in
TPP. Table 5 summarizes the performance of SATPP with
different L. As we can see that, L = 3 generally gets the
best performance on the LVreID. The performance starts to
drop if the value of L is too large. Therefore, we fix L=3 in
our experiments.
The comparison between SATPP and other features on
LVreID is shown in Table 6. We can observe that, LOMO
feature gets the worst performance, which is consistent with
the observation in Table 2. The CNN feature is more ro-
bust than LOMO, thus gets significantly better performance
than LOMO. LSTM is commonly used for video feature ex-
traction for person ReID. With max pooling, LSTM feature
outperforms CNN feature.
It is also obvious to observe that, TPP performs bet-
ter than average pooling and max pooling on LVreID.
CNN+SAL performs image alignment before feature ex-
traction. It also consistently outperforms CNN features.
This observation shows that image alignment is necessary
for bounding boxes detected by Faster RCNN. It is clear
that, SATPP feature outperforms all the other features in Ta-
ble 5. This validates the advantage of SATPP in video fea-
ture learning. Compared with its performance on LVreID,
SATPP performs significantly better on PRID, iLIDS-VID,
and MARS. We thus conclude that, LVreID is more chal-
lenging than existing datasets.
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Figure 7. The rank1 accuracies of four features extracted from se-
quentially sampled frames with different length.
5.7. The Advantage of Long Sequence
The experimental results in Table 2 and Table 6 show
that sequence level feature performs better than static im-
age feature. We thus further evaluate the performance of
features extracted with different sequence length.
From the beginning of each sequence, we sequentially
sample different numbers of frames for feature extraction.
The experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 7. The av-
erage sequence length on PRID, iLIDS-VID, MARS, and
LVreID is 100, 73, 58 and 200, respectively. We thus set
the maximum number of sampled frames as 128, 64, 64
and 256 for those datasets, respectively. We directly use
the whole sequence, if its length is shorter than the sample
length.
Fig. 7 compares the performance of four features. Note
that, sequence length = 1 equals to image based person
ReID. It is clear that, the performance of different features
is substantially boosted with longer sequences. This clearly
indicates the advantage of video based person ReID, i.e.,
longer sequence provides more abundant cues that could
be helpful for person ReID. Another phenomenon we ob-
serve is that, with longer sequences the performance im-
provement on LVreID is more substantial than that of the
other datasets. This shows the advantage of our dataset, i.e.,
contains longer video sequences and may facilitate future
research on video feature learning for person ReID.
6. Conclusion
This paper mainly presents LVreID, a large-scale long
sequence video database for person ReID. LVreID is col-
lected to present many new features: 1) it contains longer
video sequences, 2) it presents more accurate pedestrian
tracklets, 3) it is currently the largest video dataset for per-
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son ReID, and 4) it defines a more realistic and challenging
person ReID task. Our experiments prove that the ReID ac-
curacy increases along with longer sequence length. This
validates the advantage of video based person ReID, and
also demonstrates the necessity of using long sequences for
person ReID in LVreID.
We also propose SATPP as baseline method to leverage
the rich visual-temporal cues in LVreID for feature learning.
SATPP jointly handles the misalignment issues in detected
bounding boxes and efficiently aggregates the discrimina-
tive cues embedded in sequential video frames. Extensive
experiments show features extracted by SATPP substan-
tially outperform several commonly used video features.
Thus, SATPP can be an efficient and effective baseline for
LVreID.
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